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Award-winning! 

Intuitive erGO! clean floor cleaning system from UNGER wins PLUS X Award for "Best 
Product of the Year 2022” 

Solingen, 2 May 2022. Not only does the innovative erGO! clean floor cleaning system from 
UNGER score points for its functionality, it is also ergonomic and well designed – this was the 
opinion of the PLUS X Award jury, who chose it as the Best Product of the Year 2022. 

In order to win the prestigious PLUS X Award title, UNGER made its ultra-fast floor cleaning system 
available for a multi-stage evaluation process. The task was to convince a jury of experts in the 
categories of innovation, high quality, design, functionality, ease of use, ergonomics and ecology. 
The erGO! clean system impressed in no less than four areas, and also secured the coveted "Best 
Product of the Year 2022" quality seal. 
 
Ergonomics meets innovation 

Anyone who has had the chance to try out the innovative cleaning tool will agree with the jury, 
because never before has it been so easy and straightforward to carry out cleaning work without 
disrupting operation. "We are extremely proud of winning the 'Best Product of the Year 2022' 
award," says Dietmar Bernstein, Director of Product Management at UNGER. "We developed erGO! 
clean because standard floor cleaning tools often cause pain in the back and neck area, mostly 
triggered by continuous bending. However, the erGO! clean's replaceable water tank eliminates the 
need to carry heavy buckets. The telescopic handle also adapts to different body sizes, while the S-
shape supports the cleaning movement so that only minimal effort is required. Furthermore, the 
precise dosing mechanism enables fast, clean working methods." 
 
The “Best Product of the Year” quality seal from the Plus X Award 

The PLUS X Award honours brands for the quality and innovative edge of their products, and is 
considered the world's largest innovation award for technology, sports and lifestyle. The award’s 
approach is unique, because unlike many of its competitors, the PLUS X takes a more differentiated 
approach with its expert jury of various industry representatives and its seven quality seals. The 
award stands unmistakeably for brand quality. 
 
"As providers of professional cleaning tools, user feedback is enormously important to us," 
emphasises Dietmar Bernstein. "The fact that we are now receiving positive confirmation from 



 

 

experts motivates us all the more and shows that we can make the challenges of everyday work 
considerably easier thanks to our innovative products." 
 
 

About UNGER 
UNGER is a leading international manufacturer of professional cleaning and care tools. All UNGER 
systems are designed to make cleaning work efficient, ergonomic and thorough. The wide range of 
products includes professional pure water cleaning systems, a comprehensive range of glass 
cleaning products, floor cleaning and care systems, a colour-coded surface cleaning system, and a 
cleaning system for sanitary rooms. In addition to the highest quality requirements and innovative 
product development, UNGER offers outstanding customer service. The company, founded in 
Hamburg in 1964, has headquarters in Solingen (Germany) and Connecticut (USA). The growing 
global business is driven by retail partners in over 80 countries. 
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